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Abstract— This paper presents an Irregular Distributed Hybrid Con-
catenated Space-Time (Ir-DHC-ST) coding scheme designed for near-
capacity cooperative communications. A serial concatenated scheme
comprising an IRregular Convolutional Code (IRCC), a recursive Unity-
Rate Code (URC) and a Space-Time Block Code (STBC) was designed for
the sake of approaching the corresponding source-to-relaylink capacity,
where the IRCC was optimized with the aid of EXtrinsic Inform ation
Transfer (EXIT) charts which was used at the source node. At the relay
node, another IRCC is concatenated serially with an identical STBC.
The relay’s IRCC is re-optimized based on EXIT chart analysis for the
sake of approaching the relay network’s capacity, before transmitting
the relayed information. We will demonstrate that the topology of the Ir-
DHC-ST system coincides with that of a Distributed Turbo Code (DTC).
At the destination node, a novel three-stage iterative decoding scheme is
constructed in order to achieve decoding convergence to an infinitesimally
low Bit Error Ratio (BER). Finally, it is shown that our joint source-
and-relay mode design based on EXIT chart analysis is capable of near-
capacity cooperative communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the past few years, cooperative communication schemes [1]–
[3] have been intensively studied, which combine the benefits of
distributed Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems with
relay technologies. In a relay network, where the nodes (users) are
equipped with either single or multiple antennas, cooperative com-
munications allow the nodes (users) to assist each other in forwarding
(relay) all messages to the destination, rather than transmitting only
their own messages. Since the MIMO transmitter’s elements in
such a network are distributed, the network forms a “distributed
MIMO” system. For the sake of improving the diversity gain of
relay-aided networks, numerous cooperative protocols [1]–[4] have
been proposed. In most cooperative scenarios, predominantly the
Decode-and-Forward (DF) and Amplify-and-Forward (AF) protocols
are used. However, a strong channel code is required for mitigating
the potential error propagation in the DF scheme or to avoid the
noise-enhancement in the AF scheme.

Inspired by the classic turbo codes used in non-cooperative
communication scenarios, Distributed Turbo Codes (DTC) [5] have
been proposed for “distributed MIMO” systems, which benefitfrom
a turbo processing gain. However, DTCs suffer from having an
imperfect communication link between the source and relay nodes.
Hence a three-component Distributed Turbo Trellis Coded Modula-
tion (DTTCM) scheme has been proposed in [6], which takes into
consideration the realistic condition of having an imperfect source-to-
relay communication link. The DTTCM scheme [6] designed using
EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart analysis [7],[8] is
capable of minimizing the decoding error probability at therelay
node and performs close to its idealized counterpart that assumes
perfect decoding at the relay node.

Against this background, our objective here is to design a co-
operative scheme, which is capable of performing close to the
corresponding Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Chan-
nel (DCMC) [9], [10] capacity of the cooperative network, rather than
that of non-cooperative communication scenarios [11], [12]. For the
sake of approaching the DCMC capacity of the cooperative network, a
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new Irregular Distributed Hybrid Concatenated Space-Time(Ir-DHC-
ST) coding scheme is proposed, where two IRregular Convolutional
Codes (IRCC) [13], [14] having different IRCC weighting coefficients
are employed for near-capacity cooperative communications at the
source and relay nodes, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The system model
is described in Section II. Section III specifies the encoding and
decoding processes of the novel Ir-DHC-ST coding scheme. The
network’s DCMC capacity computation and the EXIT chart aided
joint source-and-relay mode design are detailed in SectionIV, while
our simulation results and discussions are provided in Section V.
Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a single relay aided multi-antenna system, wheredab
is the geographical distance between nodea and nodeb.

We consider a two-hop relay-aided network, which has a single
source node havingNs = 2 antennas, a single relay node equipped
with Nr = 2 antennas and a destination node havingNd = 4 antennas,
where all nodes obey the half-duplex constraint, i.e. a nodecannot
transmit and receive simultaneously. The schematic of the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 1, which typically entails two phases. In
Phase I, the source node (s) broadcasts the information both to the
relay node (r) and to the destination node (d). The relay node (r)
processes the received information and forwards it to the destination
node (d) in Phase II, while the source node (s) remains silent. The
destination performs decoding based on the messages it received in
both phases. As in [15], we model the communication links in Fig. 1
as being subjected to both long-term free-space path loss aswell as
to short-term uncorrelated Rayleigh fading.

Let dab denote the geometrical distance between nodesa and b.
The path loss between these nodes can be modeled by [15]:

Pab =
K

dα
ab

, (1)

whereK is a constant that depends on the environment andα is the
path-loss exponent. For a free space scenario, we haveα = 2. The
relationship between the energyEsr received at the relay node and
that of the destination nodeEsd can be expressed as:

Esr =
Psr

Psd
Esd = GsrEsd, (2)

whereGsr is the power-gain (or geometrical-gain) [15] experienced
by the source-to-relay link with respect to the source-to-destination
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link as a benefit of the commensurately reduced distance and path
loss, which can be expressed as:

Gsr =

(

dsd

dsr

)2

. (3)

Similarly, the power-gain at the relay-to-destination link with respect
to the source-to-destination link can be formulated as:

Grd =

(

dsd

drd

)2

. (4)

Naturally, the power-gain at the source-to-destination link with re-
spect to itself is unity, i.e.Gsd = 1. Therefore, according to the
geometry of Fig. 1, the power-gainsGsr and Grd have to satisfy:

Gsr +Grd +2
√

GsrGrd ≥ GsrGrd . (5)

We assume that the relay node is closer to the source node than
to the destination node, while both the source and relay are far
away from the destination, namely we haveGsr > Grd . In this
scenario, the relay benefits from a higher received signal power than
the destination. This assumption facilitates the employment of near-
perfect DF relaying (similar arguments can be found in [16],[17]),
otherwise other relaying modes might be better choices (e.g. Amplify-
and-Forward (AF) and Compress-and-Forward (CF)). Hence, the
vector hosting the received signal at the relay node duringPhase
I, which consists ofLs number of symbol periods, can be formulated
as:

yr =
√

GsrHrcs +nr, (6)

whereyr = [yr,1, . . . ,yr,Nr ]
T is the Nr-element vector of the received

signals at the relay node,Hr is the (Nr ×Ns)-element channel matrix,
the entries of which are independent and identically complex Gaus-
sian distributed with a zero mean and a variance of 0.5 per dimension.
Furthermore,cs = [cs,1, . . . ,cs,Ns ]

T is an Ns-element vector of the
signals transmitted from the source node andnr = [nr,1, . . . ,nr,Nr ]

T is
an Nr-element noise vector. Each element ofnr is an Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) process having a zero mean and a variance
of N0/2 per dimension. By contrast, the signal vector received at the
destination node duringPhase I can be expressed as:

yI
d =

√

GsdHI
dcs +nd , (7)

and the signal vector received at the destination node during Phase
II, whenLr number of symbols are transmitted from the relay node,
is formulated as:

yII
d =

√

GrdHII
d cr +nd , (8)

whereyI
d = [yI

d,1, . . . ,y
I
d,Nd

]T andyII
d = [yII

d,1, . . . ,y
II
d,Nd

]T are bothNd-
element vectors of the signals received duringPhase I and Phase
II at the destination node,HI

d ∈ CNd×Ns and HII
d ∈ CNd×Nr are the

corresponding channel matrices, the entries of which are independent
and identically complex Gaussian distributed with a zero mean and
a variance of 0.5 per dimension. Finally,cr = [cr,1, . . . ,cr,Nr ]

T is an
Nr-element vector of the signals transmitted from the relay node and
nd = [nd,1, . . . ,nd,Nd

]T is an Nd-element AWGN vector with each
element having a zero mean and a variance ofN0/2 per dimension.

III. I RREGULARDISTRIBUTED HYBRID CONCATENATED

SPACE-TIME CODES

A. Ir-DHC-ST Encoder

At the source node of the proposed two-hop relay-aided network,
we use Alamouti’s STBC [18], which is amalgamated with a recursive
Unity-Rate Code (URC)1 as the inner code, while an IRCC [13], [14]
with an average code rate ofRs is employed as the outer code for the

1URCs were proposed by Divsalaret al. [19] for the sake of extending the
overall system’s impulse response to an infinite duration, which efficiently
spreads the extrinsic information, hence improves the achievable iterative
detection gain.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the Irregular Distributed Hybrid Concatenated Space-
Time (Ir-DHC-ST) encoder where the dashed line indicates the error-free
decoding at the relay node.

sake of achieving a performance that is close to the capacityof the
source-to-relay link. On the other hand, at the relay node, another
IRCC having a code rate ofRr is amalgamated with Alamouti’s
STBC scheme for the sake of achieving a performance that is close
to the relay network’s capacity. The notationsπs and πr in Fig. 2
represent the bit-wise random interleaver used at the source node
and the relay node, respectively. If the relay is capable of decoding
the signals received from the source node without errors inPhase
I, the relay-aided scheme may be referred to as an Irregular Hybrid
Concatenated Space-Time (Ir-HC-ST) coding arrangement. Hence,
we could view this relay-aided system as an Irregular Distributed
Hybrid Concatenated Space-Time (Ir-DHC-ST) coding scheme, as
depicted in Fig. 2, where the dashed line indicates the error-free
decoding at the relay node.

B. Three-Stage Iterative Decoding at the Destination
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Fig. 3. The three-stage iterative decoder of the Irregular Distributed Hybrid
Concatenated Space-Time (Ir-DHC-ST) code.

The novel three-stage iterative decoder structure of the Ir-DHC-
ST scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. At the destination node, the
signals received duringPhase I are first decoded by the amalgamated2

“STBCs-URCs” decoder in order to produce thea priori Log-
Likelihood Ratio (LLR) valuesL1,a(c1) of the coded bitsc1 by the
Maximum Aposteriori Probability (MAP) algorithm [20]. TheIRCCs

decoder seen at the top right of Fig. 3 processes the information
forwarded by the “STBCs-URCs” decoder in conjunction with thea
priori LLR valuesL1,a(u1) of the information bitsu1 gleaned by the
“STBCr-IRCCr” relay-decoder in order to generate thea posteriori
LLR valuesL1,p(u1) and L1,p(c1) of the information bitsu1 and of
the coded bitsc1, respectively. As seen in Fig. 3, thea priori LLRs
L1,a(c1) are subtracted from thea posteriori LLR values L1,p(c1)
and then they are fed back to the “STBCs-URCs” decoder as the
a priori information L2,a(u2) through the interleaverπs. We term
this information-exchange process seen in the top trace of Fig. 3

2The terminology “amalgamated” is used here to indicate thatalthough it
might have some benefits to exchange extrinsic information between these
two blocks, no iterations were used between them.
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as the “inner” iteration3. Similarly, during the “outer” iterations, the
a priori LLR values L1,a(u1) fed into the IRCCs decoder are also
subtracted from thea posteriori LLR valuesL1,p(u1) for the sake of
generating the extrinsic LLR valuesL1,e(u1) as seen at the top right
corner of Fig. 3. ThenL1,e(u1) is passed to the amalgamated “STBCr-
IRCCr” relay-decoder as thea priori information L4,a(ũ1) through
the interleaverπr in conjunction with the signals received during
Phase II in order to compute thea posteriori LLR valuesL4,p(ũ1)
of the permuted information bits ˜u1 from the relay node. As seen in
Fig. 3, the extrinsic informationL4,e(ũ1) is generated by subtracting
the a priori information L4,a(ũ1) from the a posteriori information
L4,p(ũ1), beforeL4,e(ũ1) is fed back to the IRCCs decoder as the
a priori informationL1,a(u1) through the de-interleaverπ−1

r . During
the last “outer” iteration, only the LLR valuesL1,p(u1) of the original
information bitsu1 are required, which are passed to the hard-decision
block of Fig. 3 in order to estimate the source bits.

IV. N EAR-CAPACITY SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In order to design a near-capacity coding system for the pro-
posed two-hop relay-aided network, we first derive the network’s
DCMC [9], [10] capacity formula for Alamouti’s STBC scheme in
Section IV-A. Then, the EXIT chart based joint source-and-relay
mode design will be carried out in Section IV-B.

A. Network Capacity

We approximate the two-hop relay-aided network capacity asthe
maximum achievable rate attained during the transmission of the
source node inPhase I and an independent transmission by the relay
node in Phase II. In this contribution, we employ Alamouti’s G2
scheme [18] at both the source and relay nodes, whosecodeword
matrix is given by:

CG2 =

(

c1 c2
−c̄2 c̄1

)T

. (9)

Based on Eqs. (7) and (8), the signal received at the destination node
during V = 2 consecutive symbol periods inPhase I and Phase II
can be written as:

YI
d =

√

GsdHI
dCs +Nd , (10)

and

YII
d =

√

GrdHII
d Cr +Nd , (11)

respectively, whereYI
d = [yI

d,1, . . . ,y
I
d,V ] ∈ CNd×V and YII

d =

[yII
d,1, . . . ,y

II
d,V ] ∈ CNd×V are the matrices hosting the sampled signal

received duringPhase I and Phase II at the destination node, while
HI

d ∈ CNd×Ns and HII
d ∈ CNd×Nr are the corresponding quasi-static

channel matrices, which are constant overV = 2 consecutive symbol
periods in Phase I and Phase II, respectively. Furthermore,Cs =
[cs,1, . . . ,cs,V ] ∈ CNs×V and Cr = [cr,1, . . . ,cr,V ] ∈ CNr×V represent
Alamouti’s G2 matrices characterizing the transmissions of the source
and relay nodes, whileNd = [nd,1, . . . ,nd,V ] ∈ CNd×V represents the
AWGN matrix incurred duringPhaseI and PhaseII.

When complex-valuedM -ary PSK/QAM signalling is employed,
we have a total ofM = M 2 possible G2codeword matrix combi-
nations forV = 2 consecutive symbol periods. Based on Eqs. (10)
and (11), the conditional probability of receiving a signalhosted
by the matrix Y, given that anM-ary G2 codeword matrix Cm,
m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, was transmitted over the channel subjected to path

3Explicitly, at the destination node, the extrinsic information exchange
between the amalgamated “STBCs-URCs” decoder and the IRCCs decoder
is referred to as the “inner” iteration, while that between the parallel
amalgamated “STBCs-URCs-IRCCs” decoder and the amalgamated “STBCr-
IRCCr” relay-decoder is referred to as the “outer” iteration.

loss and short-term uncorrelated flat Rayleigh fading is determined
by the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the noise, yielding:

pI(YI
d |Cm

s ) =
1

(πN0)
V Nd

exp

(

−‖YI
d −

√
GsdHI

dCm
s ‖2

N0

)

, (12)

=
V

∏
k=1

Nd

∏
n=1

1
πN0

exp

(

−|yI
n,k −∑Ns

t=1
√

GsdhI
n,t c

m
s,t,k|2

N0

)

,

and

pII(YII
d |Cm

r ) =
1

(πN0)
V Nd

exp

(

−‖YII
d −√

GrdHII
d Cm

r ‖2

N0

)

, (13)

=
V

∏
k=1

Nd

∏
n=1

1
πN0

exp

(

−|yII
n,k −∑Nr

t=1
√

GrdhII
n,tc

m
r,t,k|2

N0

)

,

during Phase I and Phase II, respectively. The two-hop relay-
aided network’s capacity per symbol period evaluated for Alamouti’s
G2 scheme using complex-valuedM -ary PSK/QAM signalling for
transmission over the DCMC can be shown to be:

CCoop-G2
DCMC =

1
V

· Ls

Ls +Lr
· max

p(C1
s )...p(CM

s )

M

∑
m=1

Z

YI
d

pI(YI
d |Cm

s )p(Cm
s )

· log2

(

pI(YI
d |Cm

s )

∑M
n=1 pI(YI

d |Cn
s )p(Cn

s )

)

dYI
d

+
1
V

· Lr

Ls +Lr
· max

p(C1
r )...p(CM

r )

M

∑
m=1

Z

YII
d

pII(YII
d |Cm

r )p(Cm
r )

· log2

(

pII(YII
d |Cm

r )

∑M
n=1 pII(YII

d |Cn
r )p(Cn

r )

)

dYII
d , (14)

where the right hand side of Eq. (14) is maximized, when we have
p(Cm

s ) = p(Cm
r ) = 1/M for m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Hence, Eq. (14) can be

simplified to:

CCoop-G2
DCMC =

log2(M)

V
−

Ls

MV (Ls +Lr)

M

∑
m=1

E

[

log2

M

∑
n=1

exp(ΨI
m,n)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Cm
s

]

−

Lr

MV (Ls +Lr)

M

∑
m=1

E

[

log2

M

∑
n=1

exp(ΨII
m,n)

∣

∣

∣

∣

Cm
r

]

,(15)

whereE[A|Cm] is the expectation ofA conditioned onCm and the
expectations in Eq. (15) are taken overHI

d , HII
d andNd , while ΨI

m,n
and ΨII

m,n are given by:

ΨI
m,n =

−‖√GsdHI
d(Cm

s −Cn
s )+Nd‖2 +‖Nd‖2

N0
, (16)

and

ΨII
m,n =

−‖√GrdHII
d (Cm

r −Cn
r )+Nd‖2 +‖Nd‖2

N0
, (17)

respectively. Based on the relay-aided network’s DCMC capacity
formula of Eq. (15) we can evaluate the capacity by substituting the
corresponding G2codeword matricesCs ∈ CNs×V and Cr ∈ CNr×V

into Eqs. (16) and (17), respectively.
The resultant bandwidth efficiency is determined by normalising

the relay-aided network’s capacity given by Eq. (15), with respect to
the product of the bandwidthW and the signalling periodT :

η =
C

W T
[bit/s/Hz] , (18)

whereW T = 1 for PSK/QAM schemes, when assuming zero Nyquist
excess bandwidth. The bandwidth efficiency,η, is typically plotted
against the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) per bit given byEb/N0 =
SNR/η. For simplicity, we will refer toη as the network’s capacity.
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Fig. 4. The network capacity of the two-hop relay-aided system employing
Alamouti’s space-time block code when the network is configured withNs = 2,
Nr = 2 andNd = 4 as well asLs = Lr .

B. Joint Code Design for the Source-and-Relay Nodes Based on EXIT
Charts

For the sake of analysing the convergence behaviour of the
three-stage iterative decoder of the two-hop relay-aided system,
we use two EXIT charts [7], [8] to examine the evolution of the
input/output mutual information exchanges between the inner amal-
gamated “STBCs-URCs” decoder and the outer IRCCs decoder at the
relay node, as well as between the parallel amalgamated “STBCs-
URCs-IRCCs” decoder and the amalgamated “STBCr-IRCCr” de-
coder at the destination node during the consecutive iterations. As
has been investigated in [11], [12], a narrow but marginallyopen
EXIT-tunnel between the EXIT curves of the inner amalgamated
“STBCs-URCs” decoder and the outer IRCCs decoder at the relay
node indicates that a performance close to the capacity of the
source-to-relay link could be achieved. Similarly, at the destination
node, a narrow-but-open EXIT-tunnel between the EXIT curves of
the parallel amalgamated “STBCs-URCs-IRCCs” decoder and the
amalgamated “STBCr-IRCCr” decoder indicates the possibility of
achieving decoding convergence to an infinitesimally low Bit Error
Ratio (BER) at SNRs close to the relay-aided network’s capacity.
Therefore, the joint source-and-relay mode design procedure can
be simplified to two EXIT curve matching problems, which is
summarised as follows:
Step 1: Choose a specific average code rateRs for the IRCCs at
the source node and employ the EXIT curve matching algorithm
of [13] to obtain the optimized weighting coefficientsαi, i = 1, . . . ,17
of IRCCs, where a narrow but marginally open EXIT-tunnel between
the EXIT curves of the inner amalgamated “STBCs-URCs” decoder
and the outer IRCCs decoder emerges at the relay node. This implies
that a near-capacity performance may be achieved for the source-to-
relay communication link.
Step 2: Fix the optimized weighting coefficientsαi, i = 1, . . . ,17
of the IRCCs obtained in Step 1 at the source node, perform
iterative decoding by exchanging extrinsic information between the
amalgamated “STBCs-URCs” decoder and the IRCCs decoder during
Phase I at the destination node, until the further increase of the area
AE under the EXIT curve of the amalgamated “STBCs-URCs-IRCCs”
decoder becomes marginal, then stop this “inner” iterativedecoding
process.
Step 3: Assume perfectly error-free DF relaying at the relay node
in the second EXIT chart analysis used for designing the Ir-DHC-
ST coding system. Use the same EXIT curve matching algorithm
of [13] to match the SNR-dependent EXIT curve of the amalgamated
“STBCr-IRCCr” decoder to the target EXIT curve of the amalga-
mated “STBCs-URCs-IRCCs” decoder observed inStep 2. Obtain
the maximized average code rateRr and the optimized weighting

coefficientsβ j, j = 1, . . . ,17 of IRCCr when a narrow-but-open EXIT-
tunnel emerges, which indicates the possibility of achieving decoding
convergence to an infinitesimally low BER at an SNR near the relay-
aided network’s capacity.
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Fig. 5. The EXIT chart curves of the URCs-G2s, the IRCCs with optimized
weighting coefficients [α1, . . . ,α17] = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.327442, 0.186505,
0.113412, 0, 0.0885527, 0, 0.0781214, 0.0962527, 0.0114205, 0.0346015,
0.0136955, 0.0500168] and 17 IRCC subcodes for the 2×2 source-to-relay
communication link where the SNRr is the receive SNR at the relay node.

In this contribution, we consider an average code rate ofRs = 0.5
for the outer IRCCs at the source node and the specific relay-
aided network geometry withGsr = 8 andGrd = 2, which satisfies
Eq. (5). The EXIT chart of the serial concatenated IRCCs-URCs-
STBCs scheme of the source-to-relay link is depicted in Fig. 5, where
the decoding trajectories are computed based on a frame length of
250 000 bits. The EXIT curve of the outer IRCCs having optimized
weighting coefficientsαi as shown in Fig. 5 was constructed using
the curve matching algorithm of [13]. As we can see from Fig. 5,
a narrow but marginally open EXIT tunnel emerges for the 2× 2
source-to-relay communication link. A receive SNR of about-2.1
dB is needed in order to attain a decoding convergence to an
infinitesimally low BER. Due to the geometrical-gain of the source-
to-relay communication link, the receive SNR at the relay node can
be computed as:

SNRr = SNRt +10log10(Gsr)[dB] , (19)

where SNRt is the transmit SNR at the source node. Hence, the
minimum SNRt at the source node required for the sake of obtaining
a near error-free performance at the relay node is -11.1 dB. Fur-
thermore, we assume that both the source and relay nodes transmit
their signals using the same transmit energy, hence the sametransmit
SNR. In order to avoid the potentially high computational complexity
at the relay node, a wider-than-necessary EXIT tunnel is created in
the EXIT chart of Fig. 5 at the receive SNR of -1.0 dB at the relay
node, which corresponds to a transmit SNR of -10 dB based on
Eq. (19) at both the source and relay nodes. As clearly seen inthe
EXIT chart of Fig. 6 at the destination node, after 5 “inner” iterations
between the IRCCs decoder and the amalgamated “STBCs-URCs”
decoder, the increase of the areaAE under the amalgamated “STBCs-
URCs-IRCCs” decoder becomes marginal. Hence, we fix the number
of “inner” iterations to Id

i = 4 at the destination node. Following
the design procedure above, we obtain the resultant matching EXIT
curve for the Ir-DHC-ST coding scheme in Fig. 6, where the IRCCr
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Decoding Trajectory for Irregular Distributed
HC-ST Coding System: SNRt = -10.0 dB

Fig. 6. The EXIT chart curves for the IRCCs-URCs-G2s with various
“inner” iterations, the IRCCr-G2r with IRCCr having optimized weight-
ing coefficients [β1, . . . ,β17] = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0.233115, 0.0158742, 0.292084,
0.220065, 0.0151108, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.22375] and 17 SNR-dependent
IRCCr-G2r subcodes. The subscript of IRCCs denotes the number of “inner”
iterations between the IRCCs and “G2s-URCs” decoders and the SNRt
represents the transmit SNR at both the source and relay nodes.

has a maximized average code rate ofRr = 0.5 and the optimized
weighting coefficientsβ j are also summarized in Fig. 6. It is clearly
seen in Fig. 6 that a narrow-but-open EXIT-tunnel emerges, which
indicates the possibility of achieving decoding convergence to an
infinitesimally low BER at near-network-capacity SNRs for the Ir-
DHC-ST coding scheme. This prediction is verified in Fig. 6 by
plotting the corresponding Monte-Carlo simulation-related decoding
trajectory, which indeed reaches the (1.0,1.0) point of theEXIT
chart. On the other hand, since the IRCCs at the source and relay
nodes have the same code rate of 0.5, we haveLs = Lr. Hence the
effective network throughput is Ls

Ls+Lr
Rslog24 = 0.5 bit/s/Hz when

4QAM modulation is employed. According to Eq. (15), we derive
the corresponding relay-aided network’s DCMC capacity curve for
the two-hop cooperative network in Fig. 4, where the network’s
capacity curve of the unrestricted Continuous-input Continuous-
output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) [9], [10] is also depictedfor
comparison.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we present the BER versus transmit SNR perfor-
mance of both the perfect and imperfect relaying aided Ir-DHC-ST
schemes and non-cooperative IRCC-URC-STBC scheme in Fig. 7.
For the Ir-DHC-ST coding scheme, according to the trajectory
predictions seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the number of decoding iterations
between the IRCCs decoder and the amalgamated “STBCs-URCs”
decoder was fixed toIr = 13 at the relay node. At the destination
node, the number of “inner” decoding iterations was fixed toId

i = 4,
while the number of “outer” decoding iterations between theparallel
amalgamated “STBCs-URCs-IRCCs” decoder and the amalgamated
“STBCr-IRCCr” decoder was fixed toId

o = 17. On the other hand, for
the non-cooperative serial concatenated IRCC-URC-STBC scheme,
we employ an outer IRCC, which has the same weighting coefficients
αi as that of the IRCCs in the cooperative system. The number
of decoding iterations exchanging extrinsic information between the
outer IRCC decoder and the inner “STBC-URC” decoder was fixed
to Inon = 13 as well.

ber-coop-near-cap-half-mul.gle
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Fig. 7. BER versus transmit SNR performance of both perfect and imperfect
relaying Ir-DHC-ST and non-cooperative IRCC-URC-G2 schemes for a frame
length of 250 000 bits, where the cooperative network is configured with
Ns = 2, Nr = 2 andNd = 4 and the non-cooperative system is equipped with
two transmit antennas and four receive antennas.

As seen in Fig. 7, the Ir-DHC-ST coding scheme outperforms
the non-cooperative IRCC-URC-STBC scheme by approximately 5.1
dB in terms of the required transmit SNR. Since there is a factor

Lr
Ls+Lr

= 0.5 multiplexing loss in the half-duplex scenario, this SNR
gain corresponds to a 3 dB lower value of 2.1 dB in terms ofEb/N0.
On the other hand, the performance of the perfect relaying-aided Ir-
DHC-ST scheme matches the EXIT chart predictions of Fig. 6, while
the imperfect relaying-aided Ir-DHC-ST coding scheme performs
similarly to the perfect relaying scheme. This is due to the fact that
the source information is detected without errors after a sufficiently
high number of decoding iterations at the relay node. Furthermore,
it is clearly shown in Fig. 7 that the Ir-DHC-ST coding schemeis
capable of performing within(−10.0+ 3.0)− (−7.9) = 0.9 dB of
the corresponding relay-aided network’s DCMC capacity in terms of
Eb/N0.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we have proposed an Irregular Distributed
Hybrid Concatenated Space-Time (Ir-DHC-ST) coding schemefor
near-capacity cooperative communications. We derived theDCMC
capacity formula of Alamouti’s STBC scheme for the two-hop relay-
aided network. The simulation results show that our joint source-
and-relay mode design based on EXIT chart analysis is capable of
near-capacity cooperative communications.
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